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A Bathing Ape x Tricker's Stow Boots now available 2013-12-08 22:33:04
A Bathing Ape's influence in fashion circles for all to see, but the brand is not satisfied with this, each year will still be a number of
different brands together to launch a single product, according to incomplete statistics, the year of joint planning and cooperation on
different brands not less than 20, but too much cooperation did not affect the quality of its launch joint list of products, each of
cooperation can emerge, to bring you a fresh feeling. 

The footwear line is A Bathing Ape teamed up to introduce the famous British footwear brand ; Tricker's launch of the 2012 autumn
and winter ; Stow Boots boots series. Tricker's is a British footwear brand a century gentleman, though has been for centuries, but it
never legalistic, often in collaboration with other young fashion footwear brand launched models. So overwhelmed by these two
brands of cooperation they will become a matter of course. 

This series gentleman sportsman winter essential in Stow Boots of shoes were introduced navy blue, red, green three versions,
which use the full version of navy suede build, while the other two use high-quality leather. Fine gentleman carving patterns, rich color
choices, durable and highly fashion sense Commando Sole outsole, not too many superfluous Bape traditional elements, such an
exquisite men's boots touched everyone's hearts and minds can do? 

It is reported that this series of boots priced 75,390 yen each, Bape store was on sale.
It is estimated that you did not expect, Brand Jordan family, the oldest, has always been a rigorous low-key route Jordan Air 1 will
also have a playful side. Recently occurred on a very interesting thing, on the air jordan 1 sneakers chosen color, whether it is
progenitors, don't note or ordinary version, invariably to the global cross-border travel, have chaos into each big brand trademark and
logo. Exactly the same color scheme, I believe a lot of shoes fan friends after reading will feel brain hole open, do both sides in color
deployment of the steps, there is contact and communicate with each other? Of course, these was meant as a joke, you may wish to
hold amateurs mood to look at the following selected 10 shoes and corresponding to the identification, Lenovo to other similar shoes
and trademark logo of friends, welcome to leave a message added!

< br / > ; in addition to the earlier released air huarache utility, Nike overwhelmed announced another paragraph air huarache run mid
variant versions, continue to inject fresh blood into the classic air huarache shoes. New to the streets are full of cylinder profile shows,
and changed to zip closure and is convenient for the users to wear off. As for the upper is through a combination of leather and
neoprene create halfback breath, and huarache trademark heel TPU reinforcement is preserved, finally equipped with solid rubber
outsole present. The new Air Huarache Run Mid is now available through the atmos pre, interested friends may wish to pay more
attention to. (Editor: YOYO)
; ; ; fake "Nike" wholesale price of 20 yuan 

; own stick a "hook" bogus brand-name sports shoes 

"Look at this shoe No? Nike! looked at this hook yet? sticky myself! "This is the song and dance duet actor Wei three classic lines. 

"Resistance (g): 20, (A) Di: 20, cards (Pa):. 20" 

Yesterday, in Shenhe District of Shenyang City, a residential building The second floor, the reporter saw a bill, a dozen "name brand"
sports shoes into the lowest incredibly, these Nike shoes (whose trademark is the hook) are all fake. 

The day before yesterday morning, the Shenyang Public Security Bureau Police Detachment Dajia Ban in this rented room, and
seized more than one hundred boxes fake brand-name sneakers, shipping and receiving at the same time seized bills, books, bank
cards. 

Police said they received complaints Nike's intellectual property rights protection officer, said the Shenyang South Tower Shoe open
a stall selling fake "Nike", a large number. 

After the police investigation, locking these fake "Nike" storage locations. 



scare Fujian Cai Hui (male, 34 years old), Cai Qingming (male, 33 years old) in Shenyang fraud designer shoes business, they on
the goods from the South, transported to the Shenyang wholesale out after changing hands. 

seized the books show that in July 2006 to March 2007, two people out of more than 800,000 yuan wholesale fake "Nike." 

They admit, after changing hands several times, these fake shoes sales price can be sold for several hundred dollars.
Midfield maestro Iniesta talk CTR360III Maestri 2013-12-08 22:20:16

Nike: Your style is free to play the main game, or the outcome of efforts to train and prepare? 
; 

INIESTA: Before the game I will try to imagine the situation they may encounter: opponents in midfield I am responsible for what
happens to the heart, the whole game would be like and so on. I will try to control the game. But by the part of the game it is intuition
and improvisation, because football is not mathematics. Almost every action needs to improvise; you can study very carefully the
opponent, but in the real game, you face opponents may make you expect the exact opposite action. Let your intuition dribbling,
passing seek opportunities, or to see his teammates ...... you will try to predict the trend of the game, a rainy day, but the game is
always a part of improvisation. 
Nike: Turning control force and creativity, this kind of shoes you have any help? 
INIESTA: This is my main equipment, wear it I will feel very comfortable playing; when I touch the ball, ready dribbling or passing, it
makes me feel stable; a pair of comfortable shoes is very important for players , and I was so. 
Nike: The shoes use a new color, a new design ...... 

INIESTA: I asked a lot of people have mentioned this. From the first time I try to fall in love with this pair of shoes. It feels very
comfortable to wear. Each new shoes would bring me such feelings, but this one is particularly different. I feel very happy, keeping
alert, foot feeling very good. I love so much.
; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Adidas Originals and Jeremy Scott New York fashion devil's cross-border
cooperation, has launched the latest 2015 spring and summer series. 
This design is to celebrate what Jeremy Scott Adidas and up to 10 years of cooperation, as well as the efforts made by both sides in
the sports luxury. 

This is the season of both sides to launch the second series. This time the design, Jeremy Scott was inspired by the vintage scarves,
bold colors, patterns complicated. 
mention the name of Jeremy Scott, can only "fanciful" to describe. 
2002 �� Adidas and Scott for the first time to launch signe series. The series has become a classic Adidas, in its German factories
produced Scheinfeld hand, the world's limited only 100 pairs. Scott took 50 pairs, 50 pairs of Adidas only be able to sell. 
But in fact, Scott and Adidas climax cooperation should be in June 2008. Remember wings shoes and Bear shoes? Then this design
aesthetic sparked controversy. 
However, we must pull one additional thing. Scott knows what masterpiece it? I remember in 2014 autumn and winter collection
models wearing McDonald's logo and SpongeBob's clothes in the T stage to shake it? 

Yes, in 2013 became the Moschino's creative director Scott, it was his debut at Moschino's. It seems that any brand appearance will
stop Scott's style, Adidas Scott here can still taste the flavor. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional
shoe News Media Partner: Orem Fort Men's ; Waag shoes.)
Shoes, fans look forward to the Nike SB zoom Stefan Janoski tiger stripe Pack" < br / > concern; finally established the grand sale
news, the zoom Stefan Janoski "tiger stripe Pack" tailor canvas material to build a shoe body, to overspread the tiger finishes for the
design, which a low-key black grey pattern, and the other two is full of amazing gradient color design features, skillfully showing a
sense of unrestrained gorgeous design. This Stefan Janoski Zoom Stripe Tiger Pack", will be sold in the SB Nike store in
succession, want to buy shoes fans can have to pay attention. 
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Only on weekdays in the hard training, in order to create a great expression on the court, recently Nike with Kevin Durant once the
training ground for inspiration to and kd8 released this latest "hunt 's Hill Sunrise" do note the color. This is located in the Lanzhou
Pleasant Seat of the training hall, because there is a very steep ramp, so called "s Hill Hunt", and KD from the age of 11 will be
greeted with the sunrise to exercise, and on this steep and running back and forth to strengthen their own. So this "hunt 's Hill Sunrise"
color in the design selection to the orange sunrise symbolizes the tune, supplemented with bright yellow dynamic Flywire decoration
Flyweave vamp, finally equipped with full palm Zoom Air slow shock sole to create a comfortable Juegan. It is reported that this color
matching will be in August 1st, Nike designated retailers and nike.com, interested friends may wish to pay more attention to.
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